
MODEL PAPER – 21

1 Krishna started playing at 9 am. He is still playing. Which of the following sentences gives the same 
meaning
1 Krishna is playing since 9 a.m. 2 Krishna plays since 9 am,
3 Krishna was playing since 9 am. 4 Krishna has been playing since 9 am

2 Listen’s some body --------------- (call) you
1 has called 2 is calling 3 called 4 have called

3 I saw boy on the road
1a 2 an 3 the 4 None

4 -------- iron is --------------- useful metal
1 the, the 2 No article, an 3 An, an 4 No article, a

5 The members said that they would give a positive response
1 The members said “We give a positive response”
2 The members told “We would give a positive response”
3 The members said “We will give a positive response “
4 The members informed “We can give a positive response”

6 The Directors said that they would have to adopt a cautious approach
1 The director said “We will have to a adopt a cautious approach”
2 The director said “We may have to a adopt a cautious approach”
3 The director said “cautious approach would have to be adopted”
4 The director reminded “They will have do adopt a cautious approach”

7 The peon rings the bell.
1 The bell is ring by the peon.
2 The bell was rung by the peon.
3 The bell was rang by the peon.
4 The bell is rung by the peon.

8 They are picking some flowers
1 some flowers were being picked by them
2 some flowers are being picked by them
3 some flowers were been picked by them
4 some flowers are being pick by them

9 A formal invitation should contain
1 heading 2 salutation 3 complimentary close 4 none

10 The subscription in the letter written to close relatives will be
1 your truly, 2 yours faithfully, 3 yours obediently, 4 yours lovingly,

11 Karan and Varun are good friends and ----------- a lot ------ each other
1 see ,off 2 see, of 3 see , out 4 see , in

12 Identify the silent letter in the word ‘PSYCHIC’
1 p 2 s 3 h 4 c

13 Identify the silent letter in the word ‘ISLAND’
1 s 2 l 3 I 4 d

Choose the correct preposition
14 She is Suffering -------------- stomach ache
1 from 2 with 3 of 4 off

15 He is looking -------------- a painting with admiration
1 to 2 at 3 with 4 for
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16 He waited till 50 clock in the morning
1 pronoun 2 preposition 3 conjunction 4 interjection

17 Ramu and Raju good friends
1 pronoun 2 preposition 3 conjunction 4 interjection

18 Identify the wrongly spelt word
1 twelfth 2 nineth 3 ninety 4 eighty

19 Platinum is the most expensive metal (change into positive degree)
1 no other metal is so expensive as platinum
2 some other metals are at least as expensive as platinum
3 very few metal are as expensive as platinum
4 platinum is expensive metal.

20 Columbus ------------ India
1 invented 2 discovered 3 found 4 explored

21 Change the phonetic transcription into English word /t∫∆k/
1 check 2 change 3 chuck 4 chick

22 /u :/ sounds in
1 mull 2 door 3 shut 4 mute

23 Ramu “ I Would rather die , than beg”
1 Ramu wants to die 2 Ramu wants become a beggar
3 ramu feels it disgraceful to beg 4 Ramu doesn’t want to die

24 your friends is going on an excursion (what would you say)
1 It’s a pity 2 good luck 3 thank you 4 have a good time

25 you see a snake going towards your friend in the street. What would you say
1 How beautiful 2 what speed 3 Look out 4 Look at

26 Work hard lest you ------------ fail
1 can 2 must 3 may  4 should

27 Vagrant (synonym)
1 dejected 2 wandering 3 embarking 4 desperate

28 Idle (Antonym)
1 Busy 2 supply 3 lazy 4 introductory

29 I’d rather act according to my own will -------------?
1 would I? 2 will I? 3 wouldn’t I? 4 Didn’t I?

30 Rajesh has four brothers, ------------?
1 Does he? 2 is n’t he? 3 has n’t he 4 did he?

31 A man that is drowning will catch at a straw (Change into single form)
1 A Drowning man will catch a straw 2 a drowning man is catching straw
3 a straw catches at a drowning man 4 a drowning man catches straw

32 This was done in my absence (Change into complex form)
1 This was done when I absent 2 this was done when I was absent
3 This was done as a absent 4 this was done as I was made absence
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33 The cyclone    did great ---------------- to the crops
1 miracle 2 violence 3 destroy 4 damage.

      PASSAGE
Last Monday the little village of dining ton- on- Bain deep in the Lincolnshire welds, lot its last contact through public 
transport with the outside world. Once, Donington (population 236) boasted is own railway station. That closed a 
generation  ago,  and  on  April  1  the two bus  services to  Lincoln  in  one  direction  and  South in  the  other,  were 
withdrawn. Now the villages of Donington, a third of who do not own a car, face a three-mile trek for the nearest bus 
route.
Lincolnshire is not good bus country, with the population scattered around in little pockets over their flat, rich 
farmland, the buses have to cover long distances from people to place carrying only a few passengers at a time. The 
bus companies argue that they don’t make enough money on these journeys, and that even using the money they 
make on the busy routes to pay for the less busy ones they can’t make ends meet. So they cut back the service they 
need. For some the car has taken over.  
                                                                                                                                                                                         3
4 For want of a transport system, the village people have to

1 use their own cars            2 walk long stretches to reach a bus stand
3 stay indoors most of the time         4 take lifts from vehicle owners passing the village

35 Lincolnshire is not a good bus country because 
1 it is a mountainous region                      2 it is too poor to afford a good bus service
3 it is very far off from the mainland           4 its population is distributed in small pockets over a vast region

36 The bus operators do not want to run their services in Lincolnshire because
1 it is not an economically sound proposition              2 it is risky to ply buses there
3 the passengers do not pay up the fare      4 there is shortage of buses with them

37 The withdrawal of the services has
1 made the village residents have a sigh of relief
2 left the village people cold and indifferent
3 inconvenienced the village residents
4 shocked the village residents beyond belief

38 The little village ‘lost its last contact... with the outside world’ because
1 its railways station was closed down
2 it was cut off due to heavy snow
3 its two bus routes were cancelled
4 its communication links were snapped

39 Find out which part of the sentence has an error
I was you (a) / I would not have (b)/ committed this blunder(c) / no error
1 a 2 b 3 c 4 d

40 Hyderabad is -------------- by M.C.H. (Choose the right word)
1 beautiful 2 beauty 3 beautified 4beautician

Key

 1) 4 2)   2 3)   1  4) 4 5)   3  6) 1

7) 4 8)  2 9)  4 10) 4  11) 2 12)  1

13)  1 14)  1 15) 2 16)  2 17)  3 18)  2

19) 1 20) 2 21) 3 22) 4 23) 3 24) 4

25)  3 26) 4 27) 2 28) 1 29) 3 30) 3

31) 1 32) 2 33) 4 34) 3 35) 2 36) 4

37) 1 38) 3 39) 1                         40) 3  
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1 Bhaskar  and  Vivek are going to Cinema theatre.  Bhaskar is hurrying vivek to reach  soon.  But Vivek  feels there is 
plenty of time.  What he says to Bhaskar.
1. We must not hurry 2. We can’t hurry
3. We need not hurry 4. We may not hurry 

2. If she _______ a millionaire, she would donate all her money to charitable trusts.
1. was 2. is 3. were 4. Can

3. Ramesh’s father went to ______ college to pay exam  fee
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. No article 

4. __________ earth moves round _______ sun.
1. the, the 2. An, a 3. An, the 4. A, a

5. The Professor remarked that the two sides could resume talks if they wanted to
1. The Professor says, “The two sides can resume talks if they wanted to”.
2. The Professor remarked, “The two sides can resume talks if they want to.”
3.             The Professor observed.  “The two sides could have resumed talks, if they wanted to “.  
4.             The Professor said, “The two sides can resume talks, if they want to.”

6       The teacher said that the sun rises in the east.
1. The teacher teaches , “The sun rises in the east”
2. The teacher said, “The sun rises in the east”
3. The teacher tells, “The sun rose in the east”
4. The teacher explains, “The sun has risen in the east”.

7         The centre invites all groups for talks.
1. All groups are being invited by the centre for talks.
2. All groups are invited by the centre for talks
3. All groups will be invited for talks, by the centre.
4. For talks, all groups are being invited by the centre.

8. Forensic computing studies the anatomy of a computer crime.
1. The anatomy of a computer crime is studied by forensic computing.
2. The anatomy of a computer crime studies forensic computing.
3. The anatomy of a computer crime is being studied by forensic computing.
4. By forensic computing, the anatomy of a computer of a computer crime will be studied.

9. The form of subscription in letter to relatives should be____________
1 .Yours sincerely ,     2. Yours  truly ,   3.Yours faithfully,     4. Yours affectionately,

 
10. The formal salutation in case the receiver of the letter is fairly intimate will be

1. Respected Hari, 2. My dear Hari, 3. Dear Mr. Hari ,4. Hari,

11. Many skills like weaving and pottery are usually________ from father to son.
1. Pass out 2. Pass away 3. Pass over 4. Pass down

12. Identify the silent letter’s in the word Knight    
1. K 2. n 3. kn 4. T

13. They are digging the earth_______an axe
1. from 2. of 3. with 4. Across

14. We are all pleased with his performance 
1. verb 2. Adverb 3. Adjective4. Conjunction.

15 We sometimes visit her
1. Noun 2. Adjective      3. Adverb 4   Conjunction

16. Identify the wrongly spelt word.
1. Physician      2. optisian    3. Magician      4. Electrician
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17. Change the phonetic transcription into English word /  reInd3  /
1. Range 2. Wrong 3. Ring 4. Write

18.  /      I         / sounds in
1. That 2. There 3. Thus 4. Think

19. Ishanth sharma bowls faster than srishanth (change in P.D)
1. Srishanth bowls as fast Ishanth Sharma
2. Srishanth doesn’t bowl so fast as Ishanth
3. Srishanth can bowl as fast as Ishanth Sharma
4. Ishanth Sharma bowls as fast as Srishanth.

20. You have to be very careful about those who loiter at the bus station.
1. beg 2. steal 3.   create nuisance    4.wait without any reason

21. Mr. Rama Rao is Sinologist.  He is interested in
1. Singapore 2. Spain 3. china 4. South Africa

22. Kindled (synonym)
1. contrived 2. Provoked   3.   Dolted 4. Burnt.

23. Her impetuous    behavior was attributed to her up bringing (Antonym)
1. poised 2. rash 3. quite 4. Sluggish

24. Everyone will be liable to make mistakes _________ ?
1. will be 2. won’t he ? 3. will they ? 4.   won’t they ?

25. You are looking at a heavy suitcase.  Your friend is very strong you know that he can lift 
It.  What do you say ?
1. You can lift it, no ?      2. You can lift it, will you ?
3. You can lift it, can’t you ?     4. You can lift it, isn’t it ?

26. The minister said, “I am an honorable man.”
1. The minister exclaimed that he is an honorable man.
2. The minister said that he was an honorable man.
3. The minister yelled that he is an honorable man.
4. The minister advised people to believe him.

27. The president said, “I will come back to India “.
1. The president said that he would come back to India.
2. The president told that he will come back to India
3. The President said that he was to come back to India.
4. The president reiterated that he could come back to India.

COMPREHENSION PASSAGES
DIRECTION :   Read the following passage carefully and choose the best answer to each question out of the alternatives given.

PASSAGE – 1
As a young child, you were not afraid of making mistakes.  You were willing to try anything and if you 

weren’t very good at it at first you were like the kitten that missed its first fifty mice:  You got a little smarter and a  
little quicker with every try until finally you mastered ice-skating, sowing or making soup.  In fact, if you learned to 
ice-skating, sowing or making soup.  In fact, if you learned to ice-skate the first thing your body worked out was 
how to fall down on the ice without getting hurt:  how to relax and tuck your legs under you or roll or slide so that 
you just wouldn’t crack your head or break a leg, so that you could come up laughing every time, anxious to try 
again. ‘Failure’ was nothing to be ashamed of or avoided.  In fact, you welcomed it because you instinctively know 
that you couldn’t learn anything unless you were willing to fail at it first.  Thus, as a child you were a natural 
experimenter, accepting that nobody knows how to throw a ball, swim in deep water, ride a bicycle, or anything else 
until they give it a try, make an error and give it another try.  If children were made in such a way that they were  
afraid to try new things because they feared failure, they would never get out of their cribs.  Likewise, adults who 
fear failure simply vegetate.  Fear of failure becomes fear of success for those who never try anything new.
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28       The passage is mainly about
1. Children getting frightened to make mistakes
2. Learning ice-skating, sewing and soup-making
3. Adults who are failures
4. Learning through failures.

29    According to the writer, a child learns anything after initial failures because
1 He is not ashamed of failure
2  his world is very small
3 he is a natural experimenter
4   no one finds fault with him.

30. “Adults who fear failure simply vegetate’ means
1. Fearful adults are like vegetables.
2. Failed adults are only fit to grow vegetables.
3. Adults who fear failure live an uneventful life.
4. Adults who fear are vegetarians.

31      In the sentence ______ so that you could come up laughing every time anxious to try 
again ---------the word that can replace anxious is.
1. nervous 2. longing 3. eager 4. Wishing

32. In the sentence_______ you welcomed it because you instinctively knew that you 
Couldn’t learn _______ the expression that comes closes in meaning to instinctively is
1. all of a sudden
2. on an inborn impulse
3. through good reasoning
4. Understanding and knowing.

33.Find out the part of sentence which has an error
The clothes (a) / were neatly (b) / hanged (c) / on the cloth line (d)
1. a 2. c 3. b 4. D

34 Rashid forgot to bring his lunch box.  He went to his friend Karan and said, “Do you mind              Sharing  lunch  with  me  ?  “   
The underlined sentence is a _________ .

1. Offer 2. Request 3. Suggestion 4. Command

35 A formal meal for a large number of people is called.
1. Banquet 2. Brunch 3. Dinner 4. Cuisine

Key
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 1) 3 2)    2 3)   3  4) 1 5)   4  6) 2

7) 2 8)  1 9)  4 10) 2  11) 4 12)  1

13)  3 14)  1 15) 3 16)  2 17)  1 18)  4

19) 2 20) 4 21) 3 22) 2 23) 2 24) 4

25)  3 26) 2 27) 1 28) 4 29) 3 30) 3

31) 3 32) 1 33) 2        34) 2 35) 1
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                                                                     MODELPAPER--23
1. Ramu:- sir, could you tell me ,…………….is the railway station from here?

Stranger: - it is very near

Fill in the blank choosing appropriate word phrase from the following.

1) How long 3) how far

2) How about 4)how about

2. I……….. (read ) the book for last ten days

1) read 2) am reading 3) have been reading 4) am  reading

3. my friend’s uncle is …………………….M.L.A

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. ……. Ramayana is …………….. epic.

1)   a, a 2)The, the 3) A, The 4) the , an

5. The Indian captain said that the pitch was more suitable for batsmen.

1) The Indian captain said ,” the pitch is more suitable for batsmen”

2) The Indian captain wished ,” the pitch was more suitable for batsmen”

3) The Indian captain remarked ,” the pitch is pre suitable for batsmen”

4) The Indian captain said ,” the pitch suits  batsmen no more”

6. Mr. Mayo said that if they use celebrities,they give them an advantage.

1) Mr. Mayo argued, “If we use celebrities, they give us an advantage.

2) Mr. Mayo said, “If we use celebrities, they give us an advantage.

3) Mr. Mayo revealed, “If we use celebrities, they would give them an advantage.

4) Mr. Mayo said, “If we use celebrities, advantage is given to them.

7. He is being influenced by a few greedy people.

1) A few greedy people are influencing him. 

2) A few greedy people influence him. 

3) A few greedy people influenced him. 

4) A few greedy people have influenced him. 

8. I was never given a chance to speak.(Change into Active voice)

1) They had not given me a chance to speak.

2) They never gave me a chance to speak.

3) They did not give me a chance to speak
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                                                                     MODELPAPER--23
4) They do not give me a chance to speak

9. the style of personal letter should be…………..

1) Formal 3)familiar & intimate

2) ornamental 4) impersonal

10. Which of the following subscription is correction?

1) Your’s truly, 2)yours truly, 3) Yours truly, 4) your’s truly,

11. Poor raja shekhar! He has been ……….a soft ware job for one year.

1) Looking for 2) looking in to 3) looking after 4)looking at

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘   taught  ’  

1) g 2) h 3) gh 4) t

13. It was very cold. Raju was shivering ( combine the sentence)

1) It was so very cold Raju was shivering.

2) It was too cold that Raju was shivering.

3) It was very cold that Raju was shivering.

4) It was so cold that Raju was shivering.

14. He was arrested …………helping the culprits

1) Since 2) by 3) for 4) from

15. Can I have a holiday……………Monday?

1) on 2) in 3) since 4)  for

16. We learnt english parsing thoroughly

1) Noun 2) conjunction 3) adverb 4)interjection 

17. Raja sat on a bench

1) verb 2) adverb 3) adjective 4)preposition

18. Identify the wrongly  spelt word

1) calendar 2) compain 3) ceiling 4) beautiful

19. Pen is mightier than sword. ( change in S.D)

1) Pen is the mightier than sword 3) sword is not mightiest as pen.

2) Pen is one of the mightiest as pen 4) no S. D
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20. /3 : n I s t /

1) earning 2) earnest 3) early 4)against

21. /ge Ip/

1) gap 2) gape    3) game 4 )golf

22. Wasn’t very kind of you?

1) exclaiming 2)congratulating 3)thanking 4)complaining

     23          “Why don’t you lend me a helping hand ” said Raju. Raju is……………….

1) Giving a command 3) making a request

2)  Giving information 4) offering help

24 Britain and America fought a war against Afghanistan. They formed ………….

1) friend ship 2) business 3)love 4) ally

25 Prepare well for the test. It is necessary( combine the sentence)

1) it’s necessary prepare well for the test.

2) it’s necessary to prepare well for the test.

3) prepare well it’s necessary for the test.

4) it’s necessary preparing well for the test.

26 Genial. ( synonym )

1) Heavy 2) stressing 3) drowsy 4) sympathetic

27 Cumbersome ( Antonym )

1) senile 2) convenient 3) gigantic 4)reasonable 

28 We have lunch at 12 ‘O clock.   …………….?

1) don’t we? 2)do we? 3) didn’t we ? 4)  have we? 

29 My family should appreciate my artistic nature, …..?

1) Shouldn’t he? 2) should they 3)shouldn’t they? 4) shouldn’t she?

30 owing to ill health, he could not continue his studies ( change in to compound )

1) he could not continue his studies because he was ill.

2) he was ill, therefore he could not continue his studies.

3) he could not continue his studies because of his  ill helth.

4) He was ill so that he could not continue his studies.
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31 The drowning man cried for help ( change in complex )

1) The man was drowning and so he cried for help.

2) The man cried for help because cried for help

3) The man who was drowning cried for help.

4) The man cried for help when he was drowning

                                          Comprehension passage

The first season my crop was good enough to satisfy me, especially the beans and 
potatoes. The next year I did better still, for I dug all the land I needed, about a third of 
acre, with a spade. I learned from the experience of both years that if  one would live 
simply and eat only the crop which he raised, and raise no more than he ate, then he 
would need to plant only a small piece of ground.

        Ancient poetry and old stories suggest that farming was once a holy art; but people farm 
today with unholy haste and thoughtlessness. Our purpose now is merely to have a large farms 
and large crops. Today the farmer is interested only in the wealth he can obtain from the soil. 
By greed and selfishness, and a habit of regarding the soil as property, the face of the land is 
made ugly, farming is lowered in dignity and the farmer leads the meanest of lives.

32 Which crop grew well in the first season

1) Beans 2) potatoes 3) 1&2 4) rice

33 How much land did the narrator dig the next year?

1) An acre 2) two acres 3) half acre 4) a third acre

34.what does ancient poetry suggest about farming?

1)Holy art                    2) un holy art 3) sinful art 4) great art

35.how is soil regarded today?

1)Property                    2) useless 3) unholy 4) holy

36.through this passage the author suggests….( choose the best answer )

1) People are moving from villages to towns.

2)  People are becoming money-mined and materialistic.

3)  People have lost interest in framing

4) Farming is unholy
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37.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.

1)My mother however doesn’t like this alliance.

2)My mother, however doesn’t like this alliance

3)My mother, however, doesn’t like this alliance.

4)My mother however doesn’t like this alliance

Key

 1) 3 2)    4 3) 2  4) 4 5)   1  6) 2

7) 2 8) 2 9) 3 10) 3  11) 1 12 3

13) 4 14) 3 15) 1 16) 3 17) 3 18) 2

19) 4 20) 2 21) 2 22) 3 23) 3 24) 4

25) 4 26) 2 27) 2 28) 1 29) 3 30) 2

31) 3 32) 3 33) 4 34) 1 35) 1 36) 2

37)3
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1) You want to ask your mother to permit you to go for an excursion. (Which of the following sentences 
would you ask?) 4 Could I go for excursion? 
1 Must I go for excursion? 
2 shall I go for excursion?
3 May I go for excursion?
4 Could I go for excursion? 

2) The moon ---------    (revolve) round the earth
1   is revolving     2     has revolved, 3   revolves   4   was revolving,

3) Agra is on ------------Yamuna (supply suitable article)
1 a        2   an                3   the           4   No article

4 I met ----------one-eyed man.
1 A 2 an 3 the 4 No article

5) The teacher said to me,” What is your name?’’(Change into I.D.S)
1   The teacher told me what my name is.
2   The teacher asked me what my name was.
3   The teacher requested me what is my name.
4   The teacher   told me what my name was.

6) He asked me how old I was (Change into D.S)
1 He said to me” How old are I?’’ 
2 He said to me” How old was I?’’
3 He said to me” How old are you?’’
4 He says to me” How old are you?”

7   The teacher uses audio-visual aids to teach children.
1   Audio-visual aids are being used by the teacher to teach children.
2   Audio-visual aids are used by the teacher to teach children.
3   Audio-visual aids were being used by the teacher to teach children.
4  To teach children, audio- visual aids are being used by the teacher.

8      A storm often uproots huts.
1 Huts are often uprooted by a storm.
2 Huts are  being often uprooted by a storm
3 Huts were often uprooted by a storm
4 Huts will often be uprooted by a storm

9      The American style of putting the date on a letter is………
 
       1    Feb26, 2009 2   26 Feb, 2009 3   26-02-2009 4 02-26-2009

10      Signature must be 
             1  typed     2  printed 3  hand written  4  1&2

11    The medical shop was……………on Saturday. It will not be opened.
1 .closed down 2 closed round  3 closed around 4 closed in

12    The silent letter from the word  ‘Wrinkle’
1   r 2 w 3 k  4 l
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13     Identify the following word.
       1. Pn__ __monia.

1 au 2 eu  3 iu 4 ou

    14    I prefer Hindi songs ------------Telugu songs.
1   to 2 for 3 with 4 from

    15 This house consists …………….many rooms.
1. with 2 for 3 of 4between

16   he writes all her letters very carefully
   1 preposition 2 adjective 3 adverb 4 conjunction

17 See how the speckled sky burns like a pigeon’s throat.
    1 verb 2adjective 3 adverb  4 interjection

18 One word spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word. 
    1 emotion 2 relation 3 passion 4 comparision 

 19   No other girl in the college is so charming as Vasundhara.  (Change the sentence into superlative degree)
1. Vasundhara is one of the most charming girls in our college.
2 Vasundhara is not one of the most charming girls in our college
3 Vasundhara is the most charming girl in our college 
4 Vasundhara is more charming girl in our college 

20. / b3:lI /   Change the following phonetic transcription into English word.
1. Boldly 2.Badly 3.Barely 4 Burly 

21 pIφI   Change the following phonetic transcription into English word  

 1 pity 2 pat 3 pithy 4 pot  

22. A: It is kind of you to help us in our crisis.
      B:  The pleasure is all mine.
1   B is expressing joy for helping A              2    B wants A to please him.
3   B is expressing pleasure by helping others. 4    B loves the pleasure of life
 
23. My uncle is a psychiatrist   ( Which of the following is the meaning of the underlined word)
1   A specialist dealing with skin disorder.
2   A specialist dealing with mental disorder.
3   A specialist dealing with heart disorder.
4   A specialist dealing with bone disorder.

24.”Could I give you a cup of coffee?”  This is a………..
1 showing readiness 2 making an offer 3 seeking permission
4 asking a question

25. Lazy (synonym)
1 kindness 2 rudeness  3 poverty  4 indolence

26 Curse (antonym) 
1 bless  2 lecture 3 abuse 4 execrate

27 They came by air………………?
1. didn’t he? 2. don’t they? 3 didn’t they? 4 isn’t it
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28 Remember to lock the door, ……………….? 
     1. will you?  2. won’t you? 3 do you?  4 can you?

29. Choose the correct simple sentence.
1. He saw the police and run away. 2) On seeing the police, he ran away.
3. He ran away because, he saw the police. 4. The police ran away after seeing him.

30 My cousin, a journalist, wrote this article. (Choose the correct single sentence.)
1. My cousin is a journalist wrote this article.
2. My cousin who is a journalist wrote this article.
3. My cousin wrote this article because he is a journalist.
4. Being a journalist, my cousin wrote this article.
                                 

PASSAGE
 One day a very old lady was traveling in a train. She was very well dressed. She was sitting in a corner, 
quietly reading a book. The traveling ticket examiner came into her compartment and asked for the ticket. 
The old lady looked in her bag but she could not find the ticket.

The ticket examiner could see that the old lady was visibly trembling. She started sweating. Her 
water bottle fell down and rolled to one of the corner spilling its content all the way: She was trying to 
open the side pocket of her hand bag from the wrong side. Finally not knowing what to do, the old lady 
cried out impatiently. “I’ve lost my ticket. Pull the chain please.”

The ticket examiner said,” Please don’t worry; I know that you are honest. I shall make sure that 
you do not have any trouble.” But the lady said, “You do not understand. If I do not find my ticket, how will 
I know where I have to get off?”

31. What was the old lady doing in the compartment before the ticket examiner came? 
   1. Looking outside 2 sleeping 3 speaking 4 reading a book

32. Why did the old lady want the chain to be pulled?
   1. She lost her ticket 2 she lost her water bottle 3 she lost her address 4 missed her train
33. Why was the old lady worried?
  1. The chain was pulled   2 doesn’t know her destination 3 water bottled slipped   4 the ticket examiner asked for ticket.

34. What is the meaning of the phrase ‘looked for’? 
1. Examined 2 searched 3expected 4 requested 

35. “I have lost my ticket……”   Who is ‘ I ’ in the passage.
1. Old lady 2.other passenger 3. Ticket examiner     4.none.

36. The hard outer part of a loaf of a bread is called…………………
1.salad 2 dessert 3 cuisine 4 crust

KEY

1)4 2)3 3)3 4)1 5)2 6)3 7)2 8)1 9)4 10)3 11)1 12)2 13)2

14)1 15)3 16)3 17)2 18)4 19)3 20)4 21)3 22)1 23)2 24)2 25)4 26)1

27)3 28)1 29)2 30)2 31)4 32)1 33)2 34)2 35)1 36)4
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